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Abstract
We present a new mathematical technique for retrieving
the temperature profile from a ground based microwave
profiler and ancillary measurements. It is based on a gra-
dient flow approach. We are able to solve the inverse
problem of radiative transfer and determine the temper-
ature profile from ten simultaneous brightness tempera-
ture measurements in the range from 50.8 to 58.8 GHz.
The approach uses no additional statistical information.
A physical consistent solution for a temperature profile
can be found within five seconds. First results of this
technique show promising results with regard to absolute
accuracy and inversion height determination, even if the
brightness temperature measurements are assumed noisy
to 0.5 K.

1 The inverse problem of
radiative transfer

A major desire for numerical weather prediction is the
availability of continuously measured profiles of temper-
ature (

�
), humidity ( � ) and pressure (� ). Such measure-

ments are of extreme importance for operational data as-
similation in the sense of short term weather forecasting.
However, still today operational cost- and man-power ex-
tensive radiosondes launches (two to four times a day)
state the main source for atmospheric profiles used to ini-
tialize weather forecast models.
Recent technical advances in microwave technology have
brought forth microwave profilers, which can simultane-
ously measure brightness temperatures at a multiple num-
ber of frequencies. Operation of these profilers in zenith
and also at other elevation angles has the potential of de-
riving continuous atmospheric profiles of temperature and
humidity.
Standard methods for inferring these atmospheric profiles
from brightness temperature measurements are mostly on
a statistical basis, however some methods with physical

constraints have also been developed. A standard ap-
proach [4] uses simultaneously measured microwave and
infrared brightness temperatures and radiosonde profiles
of
�

and � to create a representative data set and invert
the radiative transfer equation via multiple regression and
neural networks. In [8] retrieval methods are proposed
based on a Bayesian approach. Here, the optimal estima-
tion equations in the formulation of Newtonian Iteration
can combine measurements and statistical information in
an optimal way, such that certain physical constraints are
fulfilled. Such an approach to infer

�
, � , and cloud liquid

water profiles has been successfully applied to a multiple
sensor combination in [6].
We present a novel and fast numerical technique to derive
temperature profiles from microwave frequencies located
at the wing of the 60 GHz oxygen absorption complex.
Here we describe a new mathematical approach for a

�
retrieval, which in contrast to many other retrieval meth-
ods, does not rely on statistical data sets, thus can be char-
acterized as ”purely physical”. The advantage of such a
method is that it may be applied virtually to any arbitrary
site. The mathematical key tool for the solution of the
problem consists in so called regularized gradient flows.
For a theoretical background and applications to inverse
problems we refer to [7, 9, 2, 1]

2 The gradient flow method

In our measurement configuration the multi-channel mi-
crowave radiometer is located at the ground, the atmo-
sphere is horizontally stratified and no clouds are present.
We assume that the microwave radiation measured at the
ground depends only on

�
, � , � , elevation angle � , and

frequency 	 . To compute the temperature profile
��
���

we take into account � brightness temperature measure-
ments (

�������
, ... ,

�������
) at frequencies 	 � to 	 � . In

our special case these frequencies are chosen to be 50.8,
51.8, 52.8, 53.8, 54.8, 55.8, 56.8, 57.8, and 58.8 GHz,
corresponding to one band of the 22 -channel microwave
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profiler MICCY from the University of Bonn, Germany.
It is our goal to retrieve a realistic temperature profile��
����

such that the
�����

will be consistent with the for-
ward model brightness temperatures. In a first approxi-
mation we assume that all atmospheric parameters except
the temperature are given. We consider the quadratic cost
functional ��� �! whereby the task is to find a tempera-
ture profile

��
����
such that ��� �" is minimal. It is obvious

that this is an ill-posed problem and that many irregular
temperature profiles are solutions. Let us now describe in
more detail the regularization and the numerical algorithm
behind our method. In our special case the temperature
profile appears as one parameter steering the brightness
temperature

���
. The following representation is a well

known formulation of the radiative transfer equation [5]
for a horizontal homogeneous and non-scattering atmo-
sphere in case the radiometer is located at the ground:���#
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 	.$ � $���$� �.>��@?
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(1)

In the above equation
�

indicates the altitude,
���I(

the
cosmic background of 2.73 K and : < the volume absorp-
tion coefficient.
Let us introduce the vector J 
�����&K
 � 
���� $� 
����� . In the
following discussion we assume that this vector J 
���� is
known for all

�
. In this sense we want to present a method

which is able to compute the temperature profile
��
���

.
Furthermore we fix � &ML5N�O

in our considerations. We
notice that the above integral formula for

���P
 	 � is equiv-
alent to the ordinary differential equation>>�� ���P
 	%$ ���Q&SRT
U���#
���� $V	.$ ��
���� $WJ 
������ (2)���#
 	%$VX �Y&Z��� ( $ (3)

where the right hand side is given byRT
U��� $W	%$ � $VJ �[& : < 
 	%$ � $VJ �����\1 : < 
 	%$ � $VJ ���\H
Assume we have data

�����9� $ H4H,H $ ������� for � frequen-
cies 	 � $ H4H,H $V	 � . We want to determine a regular tem-
perature profile

��
����
, such that for all frequencies 	5] we

have
����� ] &^���P
 	_] � � �" , where we set

���#
 	B] � � �! Y`a&���P
 	B]b$ N�� . The quadratic cost functional for this problem
is

��� �" c&Mde
�f
]hg � 
U����� ] 1i���P
 	 ] � � �" U�bj'H (4)

In the following we describe in more detail the computa-
tion of � G � �" which is given by

k � G � �" $�l ��m[&Snpohqrs ( ��� � Aut l �" %1 �P� �" t H
By the definition of � we obtain:

k � G � �" $Wl ��mv&Z1 �f
]hg � 
U����� ] 1i���P
 	 ] � � �" U�wCnhohqrxs ( 
U���#
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and our problem is reduced to the evaluation of

nhopqrxs ( ���#
 	_] � � � Ayt l �" %1i���P
 	_] � � �" t H
This can be achieved using the linearization of the ODE
(2). This linearization leads to the ODE>>��|{ 
 	B]�$ ���[&~}���RT
U���#
���� $V	.$ ��
���� $WJ 
������ l ��
��� A}�����RT
����P
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Computing a solution of this differential equation enables
us to compute the derivative � G via

nhopqrs ( ���#
 	_] � � � Aut l �" %1����P
 	B] � � �" t & { 
 	 ] $ N��cH
Let us now explain how a gradient flow method can be
applied to solve the inverse problem to determine

��
���
.

The idea is to introduce a regularizing metric � measuring
the derivative of � in a regular space � . If we consider
the duality in � G we have a representation � ` ����� G of� : � 
U� $�� �'& k � � $�� mcH
Obviously, this mapping is bijective on account of the
metric properties. If we measure the derivative w.r.t

H �
then the formal gradient flow}.�W��
x���'&S1

grad����� ��
���� 
with respect to the metric � 
b� $ ��� reads as � 
}%�W� $�� ��&1 k � G � �" $�� m , for all ���Z� . This can be re-formulated
using the mapping � by � }%�V��&Z1 � G � �" or equivalently:}�����&Z1 ��� � � G � �! 
and the mapping � � � transfers the derivative of � into the
space � . For more details concerning the relation between
this interpretation of a gradient flow and regularizing en-
ergies we refer to [3].
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3 Practical aspects
In our applications the choice of the above mapping � is
simply such that � � � is some standard filter. Note that
it is possible to incorporate at this point better suited met-
rics, if we have additional a priori assumptions on the tem-
perature profiles.
The solution of the linearized ODE (5),(6) is obtained by
a standard Runge-Kutta method. To make the approach
efficient, we have additionally used an Armijo-like time-
step-control.
The obtained

�
profiles are piecewise linear with typi-

cally 5 to 7 points leading to 10 to 14 degrees of freedom.
Figure 1 shows an example of our technique applied to a
December temperature profile from Netherlands. The ten
brightness temperatures were calculated with a standard
radiative transfer model and subsequently forseen with a
Gaussian noise of 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 K. The temperature
profile shows a sharp inversion from 1.6 to 1.9 km and
an approximately isothermic condition from 2 to 3 km
height. In our case we assume the temperature is given
in the lowest 200 m due to continuous temperature mea-
surements (200 m mast) at the location of the MICCY
radiometer (Cabauw, NL). Humidity, pressure, and tem-
perature above 8 km are also assumed to be known in
this first study. Notice that inversion height and the range
of the isothermic condition are accurately recovered even
with noisy errors up to 0.3 K. In this case the absolute
accuracies below 3 km are on the order of 1 K or less.
Let us point out that one retrieval is possible within ap-
proximately 5 seconds (with a non-optimized code on a
standard PC).
Currently we are applying our method to a wide range of
atmospheric conditions. One of the next steps consists is
including elevation information, which should also enable
us to integrate this method into a suitable multiscale with
finer resolution at lower altitude. Furthermore, we will
incorporate a backward computation for humidity.
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Figure 1: Retrieved temperature profile (dashed) with the method of gradient flows (a). The continuous line shows
the original radiosonde profile (same in all four panels). Panels (b)-(d) show the retrieval results if the brightness
temperatures are forseen with Gaussian noise of 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 K, respectively.
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